ALLEN COUNTY
OHIO

DISASTER WARNING & NOTIFICATION SYSTEM

THIS SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO ACTIVATE RESPONSE AGENCY
NOTIFICATION AND PUBLIC WARNING PROCEDURES REQUIRED AS THE
RESULT OF A NATURAL OR TECHNOLOGICAL EMERGENCY.

The ALLEN COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE serves as the
24-hour WARNING and NOTIFICATION entry point
CALL 227-3535 or 9-1-1

In the event of:

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (HAZMAT)
Any incident involving a known or suspected hazardous material

TANK TRUCK – RAIL TANK CAR – STORAGE FACILITY
Any accident or major incident involving a tank truck, rail tank or
fixed storage tank containing any hazardous materials including gasoline,
oil products or flammable gas –
REPORT EVEN IF AN ACTUAL RUPTURE HAS NOT OCCURRED!

FIRE OR EXPLOSION
Multiple homes, buildings, industry, storage facilities or
any occurrence where evacuation may be necessary

PIPE LINE
Any major accident or rupture involving a pipeline carrying any material,
including natural gas

MAJOR TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENT
Aircraft, train, passenger bus or multiple vehicles

NATURAL DISASTER
Tornado sightings or winter emergencies

IF IN DOUBT – REPORT!!!